
Self-Quizzing Expectations

These are the same for every subject, every day!  

• Write your Name, form, subject and date at the top of the page.

• One full page of self-quizzing for the correct subject each morning 

• Must have evidence of purple pen corrections (not just ticking) 

• No missed lines or gaps

• No oversized titles or dates 

The Mandeville School 
Year 11

Core Knowledge Book
Spring Term 2

Day to hand in Core Sheet Self Quizzing 

Week A Monday Science

Tuesday Option C (Class code starts 11C)

Wednesday Sparx Maths

Thursday Option A (Class codes starts 11A)

Friday English

You will also be given other consolidation homework by your teacher 

as they see as necessary. Please complete Sparxs Maths by 8:30 am 

every Wednesday.

Week B Monday Option D (Class code starts 11D)

Tuesday Option B (Class code starts 11B)

Wednesday Sparx Maths

Thursday Science

Friday English



What is Self-Quizzing?

• What do I have to do with the Core Knowledge Book?

• We will be completing a ‘Look, Cover, Write, Check’ exercise for each page of core
knowledge. Just one A4 page a day.

• The purpose of this method is to repeatedly recall information until it goes from your
working memory to your long term memory.

How do I do ‘Look, Cover, Write, Check?’

• Students work will need to work in ‘no talk’ mode to focus.

• Students read a small chunk of information from their core knowledge book.

• They cover it with their hand/ pencil case/ book

• They try to write it down accurately from memory (integrity)

• They check against their core knowledge book and correct errors and fill gaps in purple
pen

• Repeat until they fill the whole page.

What should it look like when I

have finished?

.
• You should have a full page of 

A4 with no gaps. On the right 

hand side it should have your 

purple pen corrections

These core sheets should take you

no more than about 30 minutes

each night.

You complete one an evening and

then post it in your form box in

Reception the next morning.

Remember the purpose is recalling

the information so you don’t need to

worry about having perfect

handwriting for example.

Ensure you write on every line and

don’t waste space.



Step by Step Guide
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Year 11 English

Why is this important? 
This novel will be on your Paper 1 English Language.

The themes in this novel are poverty, prejudice and class divides. These themes are also part of the 

other Literature texts that you will study.
You will need to know the quotations off by heart to ensure success in this component. You have 

been given multiple quotes but try to ensure you know five by memory.

Key knowledge Context:

✓ Dickens wrote ‘A Christmas Carol’ in 1843 focusing on how many of society’s ills can be blamedon greed.
✓ Dickens’ early life gave him first-hand experience of poverty.
✓ 1832 – The Great Reform Bill gave many middle class property owners the right to vote for the first time.
✓ Large sections of the middle classes, the working classes and women still didn’t have the right to vote.

✓ 1834 – Poor Law Amendment Act – Led to a cut inaid given to the poor.
✓ Workhouses were created which poor people would have to live and work in, if they were unable to pay 

for their own housing.
✓ In 1843, Dickens read a government report on child labour in England.
✓ Dickens wanted to use his popularity to bring the problem of child poverty to the attention of a wider 

public.
✓ Victorian London was a place of great wealth and greatpoverty.

Key knowledge plot

The Preface
Dickens introduces his ‘Ghostly Little Book’ and his ‘ghost on an idea’. He talks to his readertelling themthat he
wants if to ‘haunt’ their memories, sothey don’t forget why we need to live by Christian values.

Stave One
Scrooge is at work in his countinghouse. Despite the Christmas Eve cold, he refuses to spend money on coals
for the fire. Scrooge's turns down his nephew, Fred’s, invitation to his Christmas party and the request of two
men who want money for charity. Scrooge is visited by the ghost of his dead partner, Jacob Marley, who tells
Scrooge that, due to his greedy life, he has to wander the Earth wearing heavy chains. He tells Scrooge that 
three spirits will visit himduring the next three nights.

Stave Two
He wakes and the Ghost of Christmas Past takes Scrooge intothe past. Invisible to those he watches, Scrooge
revisits his childhood school days, his apprenticeship with a jolly merchant named Fezziwig, and his 
engagementto Belle, wholeaves Scrooge as he loves money too much to love anotherhuman being. Scrooge
sheds tears of regret before being returned to his bed.

Stave Three
The Ghost of Christmas Present shows Scrooge Christmas as it will happen that year. Scrooge watches the 
Cratchit familyeat a tiny meal in their little home.He sees Bob Cratchit's son, Tiny Tim, whose kindness and
humility warm Scrooge's heart. The spectre shows Scrooge his nephew's Christmas party. Toward the end of
the day the ghost shows Scrooge two starved children, Ignorance and Want. He vanishes as Scrooge notices a
dark, hoodedfigure coming.

Stave Four
The Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come takes Scrooge through a sequence of scenes linked to an unnamed man's
death. Scrooge, is keen to learn the lesson.He begs to knowthe name of the dead man. He finds himself in a
churchyardwith the spirit pointing to a grave.
Scrooge looks at the headstone and is shocked to read his own name. He is desperate to change his fate and
promises to change his ways. He suddenlyfinds himself safelytucked in his bed.

Stave Five
Scrooge rushes out onto the street hoping to share his newfound Christmas spirit. He sends a turkey to the 
Cratchit house and goes to Fred's party, As the years go by, he continues to celebrate Christmas with all his
heart. He treats Tiny Tim as if he were his own child, gives gifts for the poorand is kind,generous and warm.

Key knowledge:
✓ Greed
✓ Avarice (an excessive 

des ire for wealth – one
of the 7 deadly s ins)

✓ Ignorance & Want (lack
of 
knowledge/education & 
need/poverty)

✓ Redemption (being 
saved from sin or evil)

✓ Predestination
✓ Free Will
✓ Poverty
✓ Class
✓ Isolation
✓ Transformation
✓ We observe Scrooge

observing…
✓ The passage of time
✓ Family
✓ Gui lt
✓ Generosity
✓ Social Responsibility
✓ Justice
✓ The supernatural
✓ Chris tmas
✓ Death

Key Terms:
✓ Novella
✓ Ghost Story
✓ Bildungsroman
✓ Transformation
✓ Redemption
✓ ChristianValues
✓ 1st person narrative voice
✓ 3rd person

omniscient 
narrator

✓ Stave
✓ Metaphor, simile,

imagery
✓ Senses
✓ Pace
✓ Shifts in time, place, 

person
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FRENCH

10.1G La vie scolaire
l’ambiance (f) atmosphere
avoir raison to be right
avoir tort to be wrong
bien équipé well equipped
le bruit noise
le car de ramassage school bus
le / la correspondant(e) pen friend / 
exchange partner
distribuer to hand out
être d’accord to agree
faire attention to pay attention
faux / fausse false
l’inconvénient (m) disadvantage
l’intimidation (f) bullying
mieux better
pas mal de a lot of / lots of
passer un examen to sit an exam
pénible painful, dreadful, annoying
pire worse
le principal headteacher
régulièrement regularly
stressant(e) stressful
tard late
le temps libre free time
tôt early
vrai(e) true

10.1F Le règlement scolaire
absolument absolutely
la blouse overall worn at school
la coiffure hairstyle
contre against
corriger to correct
le côté side
devoir to have to, must
le / la directeur / directrice headteacher
distribuer to give out
écrire to write
en arrière backwards
en retard late
exprimer to express
falloir to be necessary
s’habiller to get dressed
il faut it is necessary / you must
interdit not allowed, forbidden
la laine wool
la mode fashion
se moquer de to make fun of
nettoyer to clean
obligé(e) obliged, forced
porter to wear
pour for, in favour
pouvoir to be able, can
le prix prize
propre clean
la punition punishment
la raie parting (in hair)
la récompense reward
respecter to respect
sale dirty
les vêtements (m) de marque designer clothes
vouloir to want



FRENCH

10.1H Améliorer son école
abolir to abolish
améliorer to improve
le bulletin (scolaire) school report
à cause de because of
chargé(e) full, busy (of timetable)
compréhensif(-ve) understanding
le couloir corridor
courir to run
délabré(e) dilapidated
durer to last
l’étoile (f) star
s’exprimer to express oneself
grâce à thanks to
l’intimidation (f) bullying
introduire to introduce
inutile useless
le lendemain the next day
libre free
malgré despite, in spite of
meilleur(e) better
motivé motivated
obligatoire compulsory
permettre to allow
récompenser to reward
remplacer to replace
rendre to make (+ adjective)
ressembler to look like
réviser to revise
sauf except
servir to serve
la sortie excursion, outing
sourire to smile
suffir to be enough
supprimer to get rid of
tout de suite immediately
le truc thing

11.1G Continuer ses études ou non?

aller en fac to go to university
l’apprenti / apprentie apprentice
l’apprentissage (m) apprenticeship
le diplôme qualification
en avoir marre de to be fed up with
l’enseignement (m) education
les études (f) studies
faire une année sabbatique to have a gap 
year
la filière option, choice
la formation training
l’ingénieur (m) engineer
le lycée sixth form college, grammar school
malgré despite, in spite of
le / la mécanicien / mechanic

mécanicienne
passer le bac to take the baccalauréat (= A 
levels)
à temps complet full time
à temps partiel part time
le travail work, job
travailler to work
l’université (f) university



FRENCH

11.1F L’orientation
l’amélioration (f) improvement
ancien(ne) former, ex-
bavarder to chat
la chance luck
le comportement behaviour
la comptabilité accountancy
le conseil de classe class meeting (to 
discuss progress)
le / la conseiller(-ère) careers adviser

d’orientation
décevant(e) disappointing
le domaine area
dur(e) hard
embaucher to take on, to employ
faible en weak at
faire le bilan to evaluate, to assess
faire un stage to do a work placement
les félicitations (f) congratulations
la filière professionnelle vocational course
fort(e) en good at
mériter to deserve
motivé(e) motivated
l’orientation (f) options
le point faible weakness
le point fort strength
le poste position, job
ravi(e) delighted
le redoublement repeating the school year
se renseigner to get information
le stage course
suivre to follow
le travail d’équipe team work
le trimestre term

11.1H Université ou apprentissage?
l’année (f) sabbatique gap year
l’apprenti / apprentie apprentice
l’apprentissage apprenticeship
avoir de la chance to be lucky
avoir envie de to want to, feel like
avoir le droit de to have the right to
le bac baccalauréat (= A levels)
la chaleur heat
chercher to look for
couramment fluently
debout standing
diplômé qualified
élevé(e) high
à l’étranger abroad
la fac(ulté) university
forcément necessarily
la formation training
former to train





SPANISH



RS

Violence and war
• War - Fighting between nations to resolve issues between them
• Justice - Bringing about what is right and fair, according to the law, or making up for 

a wrong that has been committed.
• Peace - An absence of conflict, which leads to happiness and harmony
• Forgiveness - Showing mercy and grace and pardoning someone for what they 

have done wrong
• Reconciliation - The restoring of harmony after relationships have broken down
• Violence - Using actions that threaten or harm someone
• Terrorism - The unlawful use of violence, usually against innocent civilians, to 

achieve a political goal.
• Self-defence - Acting to prevent harm to yourself or others
• Holy War - Fighting for a religious cause or God, probably controlled by a religious 

leader
• Weapons of mass destruction – nuclear/chemical/ biological weapons. Weapons 

that kill large numbers of people and destroy the environment indiscriminately.
• Conditional pacifism – violence can be used under certain conditions.
• Absolute pacifism - Non-violence is the only option irrespective of the aims and 

intentions of an enemy. Quakers are an example of this.
• Just War - A war that meets internationally accepted criteria for fairness; follows 

traditional Christian rules for a just war, and is now accepted by all other religions.
 Just cause - it cannot, therefore, be solely for recapturing things taken or 

punishing people who have done wrong; innocent life must be in imminent 
danger and intervention must be to protect life.

 Comparative justice - the injustice suffered by one party must significantly 
outweigh that suffered by the other.

 Competent authority - Only duly constituted public authorities may wage 
war.

 Right intention - Force may be used only in a truly just cause and solely for 
that purpose

 Probability of success – there must be a good chance of winning using 
proportionate force

 Last resort - Force may be used only after all alternatives have been 
exhausted

 Proportionality - The anticipated benefits of waging a war must be 
proportionate to its expected evils or harms.

14. Liberation theology – Popular in South and central America – Christianity is 
a political force for driving equality and ending inequality. Jesus was a radical 
who wanted peace, justice, equality.



RS

Family and relationships - What are the attitudes towards same-sex marriage; Civil
partnership; Pre-marital sex; Cohabitation; contraception and the ethics of divorce,
annulment and remarriage.
• RCC against all the above. Men & women only relationships as procreation is a

goal of marriage. Sex before marriage is a sin. Gay and LGBTQ+ are wrong as they
cannot have children. Celibacy – acceptable for priests as they concentrate of
working for God. Family etc is not a distraction. Contraception is banned as sex is
for procreation. Annulment is fine. Divorce is banned as marriage is for life.

• Protestant churches – Same sex relationships are acceptable but male & female
marriage only in church (same reasons above). Priests can marry and same-sex
priests can marry but not in church and must remain celibate. Contraception is
acceptable. Divorce is acceptable for abandonment, adultery, abuse.

Equality
• Complementarian – equal but different. Horses for courses.
• Egalitarianism – equal in all ways and can do any role irrespective of sex.
• Inequality – dual burden (women work and do most chores at home); RCC

doesn’t allow women priests; unequal pay & discrimination. Traditional values
are often seen to suppress women’s rights.

Does God exist?
• Teleology – The design argument. The world is so complex and so perfect that

only an intelligent designer could have produced it. This designer must therefore
be God.

• Cosmological argument - Thomas Aquinas; Causation – Cause and effect. First
cause – God is the Uncaused Cause.

Divine Revelation
• Different ways in which Christians believe God might be revealed including:

• miracles – Supernatural ways in which God manifests His power. Cannot be
proven by science.

• Scripture/the Word of God.
• Jesus Christ – God Incarnate. Jesus’ role in humanity, mission, peace,

salvation.
• Figures from Christian history such as Saints
• Different forms of religious experience, including:
• Conversion – Becoming a Christian later in life
• Mystical and ecstatic Visions – experiencing miracles, seeing God, feeling

the presence of God
• Charismatic – Leaders who have the power to move and influence people

in the spirit of God whilst not being members of a traditional church.



Secularisation –
• The process of becoming more secular (religion has less influence on the

personal and public sphere). Humanism – science and reason replaced
religion as the bases for knowledge, reason and morality.

• Is secularisation an absolute reality or is the criteria wrong? eg believing
without belonging.

• Faith schools – should religious groups be allowed to run schools.
• House of Lords – Should Bishops have a role in deciding government

policy?
• The Monarchy – Should the Queen be the Head of the Church of England,

and should it be the official state religion in a broadly secular nation and
one with a multi-ethnic and diversely religious population?

Inter-faith dialogue–
• exclusivism – only one religion can be right.
• Inclusivism – as long as you follow Christian rules without even being

aware that you are you will go to heaven eg as an ‘Anonymous Christian’
• Pluralism – all religions have equal truth
• Atheism (non-belief)/agnosticism (uncertainty)/theism(belief)– the

significance of shared values between religious and non-religious groups
for individuals, communities and society

• Consensus – broad agreement between parties.

Modernism: Can religions find unity when there is Diversity, and Freedom of
choice and Freedom of expression which may be alien or provocative
concepts amongst different groups.
Abortion, stem cell research, euthanasia and artificial insemination:
• Secular opinion: Broadly speaking there is diversity but popular opinion

would allow all under specific circumstances.
• Catholic church –
• Abortion, stem cell research, and euthanasia - Against all as God gave life

and only God can take it away.
• Artificial insemination Using humans as a tool for research denies humans

their individuality and humanity. AI is wrong as it should done through
natural processes.

• Protestant church –
• Abortion – Broadly against except in specific circumstances eg risk to

mother’s & baby’s health; rape and incest.
• Stem cell research – Is against but there is debate on what constitutes a

human being pre-birth
• Euthanasia – Against euthanasia for the same reasons as Catholic church.
• Artificial insemination - AI is wrong as it should done through

natural processes, but allows it.

RS



2.4. BUSINESS CALCULATIONS
1. PROFIT Total Revenue – Total Costs
2. GROSS PROFIT Sales Revenue – Cost of Sales
3. COST OF SALES Direct costs of purchasing raw materials & manufactured finished products.
4. NET PROFIT Gross profit – other operating expenses & interest
5. PROFIT MARGIN A measure of profitability calculated as a percentage of income.
6. GROSS PROFIT MARGIN 

(GPM)
The difference between sales revenue & the cost of sales.
GPM = Gross profit / sales revenue X 100

7. NET PROFIT MARGIN 
(NPM)

The difference between sales revenue & total costs.
NPM = Net Profit / sales revenue X 100

8. AVERAGE RATE OF 
RETURN

Is the average annual amount of income generated over the life of an investment.
ARR % = avg annual profit (total profit /no. of years)/ cost of investment X 100

9. INFLATION The general increase in prices.
10. MARKET SHARE The proportion of sales in a market that are taken by one business.
11. VARIABLE A quantity used in a calculation or some measurable piece of information.
12. INFOGRAPHIC A graphic representation of information to make it interesting & easy to understand.

13. DEMOGRAPHIC Relating to the structure of the population.
14. QUALITATIVE DATA Descriptive data that cannot be measured in numbers.
15. QUANTITATIVE DATA Numerical data.

Business - Theme 2: 2.4 Making Financial Decisions
While this unit is shorter in content it is worthwhile going back over the 
key calculations from 1.3, together with key sources of finance.

1.3. FINANCE - KEY CALCULATIONS
1. REVENUE PRICE X QUANTITY SOLD
2. TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS VC X QUANTITY SOLD

3. TOTAL COSTS FIXED COSTS + TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS
4. GROSS PROFIT SALES REVENUE – COST OF SALES
5. NET PROFIT GROSS PROFIT – OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES AND INTEREST
6. INTEREST IN % (TOTAL REPAYMENT – BORROWED AMOUNT)/ BORROWED AMOUNT) x100

7. CONTRIBUTION PRICE – VARIABLE COSTS
8. BREAK EVEN POINT FIXED COSTS / (PRICE – VARIABLE COST)
9. MARGIN OF SAFETY ACTUAL OR BUDGETED SALES – BREAK EVEN SALES
10. NET CASH FLOW CASH INFLOWS – CASH OUTFLOWS
11. CLOSING BALANCE OPENING BALANCE + NET CASH FLOW

1.3D. SOURCES OF BUSINESS FINANCE

DEBT This refers to borrowing from external sources which incurs interest costs. Typical examples 
include Overdrafts, Loans & Mortgages.

SHORT TERM SOURCES
30. OVERDRAFT A facil ity offered by a bank that allows an account holder to borrow money at short notice.

31. TRADE CREDIT A credit arrangement that is offered only to businesses by suppliers.
LONG TERM SOURCES

32. PERSONAL SAVINGS Refer to any money that the entrepreneur has saved up.
33. VENTURE CAPITAL Money lent by a large business to small start-up businesses or entrepreneurs.

34. SHARE CAPITAL The amount of money invested in a business by shareholders .
35. LOANS An amount of money lent to an individual or a business that will  be paid off with interest.

36. RETAINED PROFIT Money that a business keeps, rather than paying out to its shareholders.
37. CROWDFUNDING Obtaining funds from a large number of people who each pay a small amount.

SOURCES OF FINANCE KEY TERMS
38. RETURN ON INVESTMENT The amount of money that an investor gets back in return for investing in a business.

39. SHAREHOLDER Investors who are part owners in a company.
40. CREDIT CHECK A check on the financial status to ensure
41. SECURITY When the lender asks the borrower to put up an asset against a loan.
42. ASSET Any item of value that a business owns, such as its machinery or premises.
43. GUARANTOR A named person who guarantees to pay the repayments on a loan should the person who 

has taken out the loan not be able to do so.



1. ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURES 
2.5A

A system that outlines how certain activities are directed in order to achieve the goals of an organisation.

2. LAYERS The levels of job roles in the business.
3. HIERARCHICAL Are known as tall organisations because they have lots of layers of management.
4. SPAN OF CONTROL The number of employees that are managed by a manager.
5. FLAT STRUCTURE Is one with very few levels of management.
6. CENTRALISED Means that decisions are made at the ‘centre’ of the organisation.
7. DECENTRALISED Opposite of centralised, empowering managers to make decisions at a local level.
8. ACCOUNTABILITY Being responsible for something and being held responsible for it & its outcomes.
9. JARGON Technical or obscure words or terms used by a particular group
10. FLEXIBLE HOURS Employees can be asked to work varying hours by being given a zero hours contract.

11. ZERO HOURS CONTRACT Here, the employee does not know how many hours they will work each week.
12. PERMANENT CONTRACT An employee is employed on an on-going basis.
13. TEMPORARY CONTRACT An employee will be employed for a fixed amount of time.
14. FREELANCE CONTRACT A business may ask a freelancer to work with them on a particular project.
15. FREELANCER Someone whois self-employed & contracted by businesses to work for them.
16. EFFICIENCY the state or quality of being efficient.

BUSINESS - Theme 2: 2.5. Making Human Resource 
Decisions

29. INFORMAL TRAINING Less structured, delivered by a colleague & takes place as and when required.

30. SELF LEARNING Occurs when a person teaches themselves something without being supervised by a teacher or tutor.

31. ONGOING TRAINING Training that employees continue to do throughout their time in a role.

32. PRODUCTIVITY The measurement of how much work a business is able to complete. Higher productivity means that employees 
complete more work.

33. TARGET SETTING Employees will often be set targets to fulfil in a given work period.
34. PERFORMANCE REVIEWS Meetings that managers have with employees to discuss the employee’s performance in their role. These meetings 

may identify suitable training to use.
35. LEGISLATION The laws that a country must comply with.
36. MOTIVATION Reasons for behaving in a particular way. High motivation will increase productivity.

37. RETAIN Keep something or someone also known as retention.
38. RETENTION RATE (Number of employees who continued to be employed / total number of employees) X 100

39. RETRAINING Staff often need training to remember core practices & to update them on new technology.

2.5B. EFFECTIVE RECRUITMENT
17. RECRUITMENT Attracting the right applicants & identifying the most suitable candidates.
18. ROLES These are different jobs within a business.
19. RESPONSIBILITIES The things that someone is required to do in order to fulfil their role in a business.
20. RECRUITMENT DOCUMENTS There are four main documents used in the recruitment process: 1. the person specification. 2. The Job Description. 

3. The application form. 4. The CV.
21. PERSON SPECIFICATION Outlines the type of person required for a role. Including qualifications, experience & personal attributes.

22. JOB DESCRIPTION Outlines the duties & responsibilities of the person doing the job.
23. SALARY BAND A particular salary category.
24. ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS Things a candidate must have.

25. DESIRABLE REQUIREMENTS Things that a candidate may not have, but this may be helpful when fulfilling the role.

26. INTERNAL RECRUITMENT When a role is advertised to the business’s existing employees.

27. EXTERNAL RECRUITMENT When a role is advertised to potential applicants both inside & outside the business.

2.5D. MOTIVATION
40. EMPLOYEE MOTIVATION Will offer better customer service & be more productive in better functioning teams. The reputation of the business 

will improve.
41. FINANCIAL METHODS Focus on giving employees more money, usually by increasing their salaries or by offering them payments for doing 

extra work.
42. REMUNERATION Refers to the money paid to an employee for working.
43. BONUSES An additional amount of money paid to an employee if they achieve a target or high level of performance.

44. COMMISSION An extra amount of money paid to an employee, usually if they make a certain number of sales.

45. PROMOTION When an employee is given a more senior role in an organisation.
46. FRINGE BENEFITS Other benefits offered by a business that financially benefit employees. E.g. a company car, health insurance, gym 

membership.
47. NON-FINANCIAL METHODS These are non-monetary methods of motivation & focus on developing an employee’s role & responsibilities.

48. JOB ROTATION Gives employees the chance to rotate through different jobs on a production line to reduce boredom.

49. JOB ENRICHMENT The process of adding more interesting elements to an employee’s role in order to improve their motivation.

50. AUTONOMY Having the independence to make your own decisions.
51. JOB SATISFACTION The sense of achievement or fulfilment that an employee gets from their job.

2.5C. TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT

28. FORMAL TRAINING Is structured training, such as taking a course or gaining a qualification.



CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Individual circumstances that may impact of learning & development

Physical – sensory impairment (blind/deaf), restricted or delayed gross/fine motor skills
Cognitive/intellectual – poor concentration levels, delayed literacy skills
Communication & language – English as an Additional Language (EAL)

Social & emotional – negative role models, limited interaction with adults, poor awareness of social 
norms/values, difficulty forming bonds, limited experience of play, disruptive behaviour, 

transitions (birth of a sibling, death of significant family member, moving house)

Individual circumstances that can impact on learning & development
Not meeting expected milestones

Not able to initiate play
Unable to access learning due to physical difficulties (grasping, manipulating construction materials).

Tires easily and cannot sustain involvement in activities
Cannot easily navigate the play areas and activities (may be in a wheelchair)

May not understand the rules in play
Difficulty communicating their choices (poor language skills, Down Syndrome etc) leading to a lack of 

play with others
May find cooperating with others difficult

Poor emotional resilience
May isolate themselves or be isolated by other children

May refuse to join group activities
Limited expression of their own thoughts and feelings

Difficulty building positive relationships with adults due to lack of language skills
Finding it difficult to cope with change/routine/new situations

Low self-esteem

Creating safe environments for children
Managing risks and hazards – in the outside/inside area, activities and/or resources causing harm 

(scissors, equipment not safe)
Positive risk taking – allowing children to take risks but in a safe, controlled way (Forest School)

Choosing age/stage appropriate materials – making sure the toys are the right age/stage for children. 
Checking the safety marks (BSI Kitemark, Lion Mark, CE mark, age-advice symbol)

the role of the adult
To ensure adult-led, adult-initiated and child-initiated play is carried out with correct ratio of adult to 

children.
Support the children’s play by offering new ideas and resources

Make sure the play is suitable for the age/stage of a child’s development and abilities.
Teach children to be safe online – set up parental controls, limiting time spent online.

Health & Safety considerations for inside & outside environments
Width of doorways, layout of furniture, types of furniture used (heavy/light and movable)

Types of flooring (rugs are a trip hazard)
Organising resources so children can access them easily
Specific areas for play activities (sand/water/messy play)

Appropriate clothing – coats/hats for winter, light clothing for summer (not flip-flops!)
Planning ahead – on a trip, where the toilets are, hunger/thirst, clothing changes
Accessibility – ramps for children who need them, smooth surfaces, safe surfaces

Quiet/noisy spaces – it is important children have quiet spaces
Signs. Symbols and maps as visual aids

Different equipment for children at different levels of development



CHILD DEVELOPMENT

Adapting play for children of all abilities
Every child has the right to learn UNHRC (United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child)

Promote all 5 areas of development for ALL children:
Promote inclusion – including all children regardless of their abilities

Role model desired behaviours when interacting with children who have additional needs.
Giving children a choice when planning and choosing activities
Responding to behaviours positively, using praise and rewards

Recognise when children are becoming bored, losing concentration, finding activities too difficult
Making adjustments to the environment to allow all children to play

Choose resources that are age/stage appropriate
Securing movable objects – using tape to secure a colouring activity for a child with restricted fine 

motor movement
Provide materials for sensory needs (child with impaired vision has bright and colourful paper, 

scented playdough etc)
Benefits to all children – learn how to include others in games/activities, promotes positive 

behaviours, more responsive to the needs of others.
Provide opportunities for children of all abilities to play together

Shorten activities to suit the child’s needs
Break activities into shorter steps

Use technology to support as appropriate
Limit the number of resources so the child isn’t overwhelmed

Use alternative communication systems – PECS (Picture Exchange Communication System), 
Makaton, Sign Language

Nursery rhymes with actions
Label equipment – use pictures and words

Display routines – visual timetable
Benefits to children

Promote self-resilience
Promotes choice over their environment

Maintains engagement from the children, leading to better concentration
Encourages expression of thoughts and feelings and builds confidence in their own abilities
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Rate of recovery - The speed at which the body returns back to normal after exercise.
Reaction time - The ability to respond quickly to a stimulus.
Red blood cells - Oxygen carrying cells containing haemoglobin.
Redistribution of blood flow - When you exercise the blood is diverted from inactive areas to the 
muscles that are being used. This action is completed through vasodilation and vasoconstriction Also 
known as the vascular shunt mechanism.
Reversibility -Any adaptation that takes place as a result of training will be lost if you stop training.
Role models - Someone to be looked up to, (good role model) an example to follow.
Rotation - The turning of a body part about its long axis as if on a pivot.
Sagittal plane - An imaginary line which divides the body vertically into left and right sides.
Self-esteem - A description and evaluation of a persons self worth, so how much you appreciate and 
believe in yourself.
Simple skill - Consists of basic movement actions that are not difficult to perform with few decisions 
to make. E.g. A chest pass, a straight up and down jump.
Skilful movement - A fluent and coordinated movement which is efficient, technically accurate and 
aesthetically pleasing.
Skills continua - A method of categorising skills along a continuum that acknowledged that whilst 
they are all different they can all be classified according to their level of difficulty.
Specificity - The training must be matched to the needs of the sporting activity and individual.
SMART Specific - A target to achieve Measurable - something quantitative you can use Achievable -
something that can be done by the performer
Recorded - a training programme record Timed - to be achieved in a certain amount of time.
Speed - The ability to move quickly across the ground or move limbs rapidly through movements.
Sponsorship - The giving of money or goods to performers in order to get good publicity and/or 
increase profit.
Sportsmanship - Ethical, appropriate, polite and fair behaviour while participating in a game or 
athletic event; fair play.
Steroids - Anabolic steroids are synthetic hormones that enhance physical performance.
Stimulants - Drugs used to raise physiological arousal in the body.
Strength - The maximum force a muscle/group of muscles can apply against a resistance.
Stroke volume - The amount of blood pumped out of the heart (left ventricle - to the body) during 
each contraction.
Synovial joint - An area where two or more bones meet within a joint capsule and allows a wide 
range of movement to occur.
Tendon - A tendon is a tough yet flexible band of fibrous tissue which joins muscle to bone.
Tidal volume - The amount of air which enters the lungs during normal inhalation at rest.
Type 2 diabetes - A metabolic disorder that affects how your body handles glucose. Often associated 
with obesity and can be controlled through changes to your diet.
Warm up - Preparatory exercises to prepare the body and mind for physical activity. Aims to increase 
breathing heart rate and muscle temperature.

GCSE PE



Year 11 Core Book GEOGRAPHY

You should list the main points from 
any two case studies from your 

‘AllMoir sheets’. Pick one human and 
one physical case study.
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HISTORY – Elizabeth I

Abdicate: Give up your throne
Act of Relief for the Poor: 1576. Towns had to provide for their own poor. If they refused they 
could be sent to prison.
Act of Supremacy: laid out the organisation of the Church
Act of Uniformity: laid out what the churches and services should look like
Anne Boleyn: Elizabeth’s mother, Protestant
Babington Plot: Mary Queen of Scots caught passing messages in beer barrels. She is later 
executed for treason.
Bishops: Important church people
Bull/bear baiting: pitting dogs or men against a bull or a bear
Clergy: People who work for the church
Cock-fighting: Fighting two male chickens and betting on them
Colony: Area of land owned by another country.
Crescent formation: Strong Spanish tactic involving ships staying in a semi-circle for protection
Dissolution of the Monasteries: where Henry VIII closed down the monasteries to take their 
wealth
Edward VI: Elizabeth’s half-brother, Protestant
Excommunication: Banned from the Catholic Church. Means you will not go to hell if you 
murder someone who is excommunicated.
Fireships: English tactic that broke the Armada’s crescent formation.
France: Catholic
Francis Drake First man to circumnavigate the globe
Groundlings: 1p standing tickets at a theatre
Heir: Next in line to the throne
Henry VIII: Elizabeth’s father, Catholic then Protestant
Illegitimate: Born out of wedlock, not rightful heir to the throne
Inflation: where the cost of goods increases higher than wages
Jesuit Priest: Trained to come to England and spread Catholicism
John Hawkins: Leader of the English Navy
Lenient: Allowed some things to happen to keep the peace
Mary I: Elizabeth’s half-sister, Catholic
Mary Queen of Scots: Elizabeth’s cousin, Catholic
Monasteries: Where monks live

Navigational instruments: used to help exploders find their way
New World: Mexico and Peru
Parliament: Agreed taxes
Plot of the Northern Earls: Put down by Elizabeth’s army
Portrait: Picture of yourself as propaganda
Privateer: State-funded pirates
Privy Council: small number of advisors to the queen. She did not have to take their advice
Religious Settlement: Elizabeth’s religious laws of 2 Acts
Ridolfi Plot: Plot to put Mary Queen of Scots on the throne, failed, leaders executed
Scotland: Protestant
Secretary of State: Principal advisor



HISTORY

Shakespeare: Famous Elizabethan playwright
Sir Francis Walsingham: Spymaster General
Spain: Catholic
Spanish Armada: 1588. When the Spanish try and invade England
The Theatre: The first theatre
Transubstantiation: Bread and wine ceremony used in Christian church services
Treason: Going against the monarchy; trying to kill the monarch
Treasurer: Looked after the finances
Vagabonds Act: 1572 set punishments for vagabonds
Vagabonds: Wandering beggars
Vatican: Where the Pope lives
Vestments: Robes for priests
Walter Raleigh: Sailed to South America
Warning beacons: series of fire to alert England of invasion by sea
Wattle and Daub: straw and wood and mud to make peasant houses
William Cecil: Secretary of State
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